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Abstract 
This paper studies the matrix equation A r + A r+~ = J,,, where l. k are nonnegative in- 
tegers, J,, is the n × n matrix of all l's, and A is an unknown (0,1)-matrix. We shall pro- 
vide a solution for every odd k and every n which is feasible, i.e. n = d r + d r+k for some 
nonnegative integer d, and show that the equation has no solution in other cases with 
some trivial cases excluded. We also show that for any solution A to this equation there 
must be a (0,1)-matrix C satisfying I + C k = J~lk+l, and F(A), the associated igraph of 
A, is the lth iterated line digraph of F(C). In particular, the well-known Kautz digraph 
K(d . l+ l )  can be characterized as F(A), where A satisfies Ar+A r+l =J,, for 
n - d r + d r+l, © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
K~:vwords: Matrix equation; (0,1)-matrix; Digraph; Line digraph iterations: Kantz digraph 
I. Introduction 
This paper  studies the matr ix  equat ion  
A / +A/+k =Jn ,  (1.1) 
where l, k are nonnegat ive  integers, Jn is the n x n matr ix  o f  all l 's,  and A is an 
unknown n x n (0,1)-matrix.  
Let [m] denote  the set {0, 1 , . . . ,  m} for any nonnegat ive  integer m, el "/ the 
1 x m row vector  with 1 in the (i + 1)th pos i t ion and zeros elsewhere, and 
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Im the m × m identity matrix. We often freely omit some indices if no 
confusion should be made. We always let a T stand for the transpose of  a 
row vector ~. 
Suppose A is a solution to (1.1). It is obvious that AJ : JA ,  and eiAJe~ 
= eiAJe~ = eiJAef = e,JAe~ for any i~j,r ,s C In - 1]. Hence AJ  = JA = dJ for 
some nonnegative integer d. It follows that nJ, =JnJn = Jn(A1+A l+k) = 
(d l+ dl+k)J,, (we adopt the convention that 0 ° = 1). Therefore n = d /+ d l+k, 
which is a necessary condition for the solvability of  (1.1). One can easily verify 
that the case d = 0 happens if and only if n = 1, A = (0)1 × L, l = 0 and k ~> 1. In 
the rest of  this paper, we always exclude this trivial case, and assume that A is a 
(0,1)-matrix of  order n =- d I + d/+k > 1, d > 0, and AJ  = JA = dJ. 
In [1], Bos~k considered the (0,1)-matrix equation 
Ba + B~+n + "'" + Bb =Jm, 
where a ~< b are nonnegative integers. He proved that this equation has a solu- 
tion if and only if b = a or b = a + 1 and m is of  some special forms corre- 
spondingly. A simple proof  of  this fact is contained in [2]. Note that Bos'~k's 
equation coincides with (1.1) when b = a + 1 and k = 1. In this case, Bos~k 
pointed out that the adjacency matrix of  the Kautz digraph K(d, 1 + 1) is a so- 
lution to (1.1). The Kautz digraph K(d, l + 1) is defined to be U(Kj+I), the / th  
iterated line digraph of  the complete digraph Kj+I. By the equivalent definition 
of  the Kautz digraph from an alphabet [3], the reader should easily verify that 
the adjacency matrix of  the Kautz digraph is a solution to (1.1) when k = 1. We 
shall use the notation F(B) for the associated igraph of a nonnegative integer 
matrix B. Hoffman indicated that i fA + A 2 = J,,, then Y(A) = K(d, 2) [4]. As a 
consequence of our main result, we show that if A ~+A t+l = J  then 
F(A) = K(d, l + 1), which is a generalization of  Hoffman's assertion. 
The case l = 0 of  (1.1) was studied by Lam and Van Lint in [5]. They showed 
that the equation A ~ = J - I has no solution for any even k and provided a so- 
lutions for every odd k and every feasible n (see also [6]). We shall show that the 
same thing holds for all l /> 0 based on similar techniques. 
Our main result of  this paper will reveal that the case l = 0 is essential to the 
investigation of  (1.1). In fact, we show that for any solution A of  (1.1) there 
must be a (0,1)-matrix C satisfying I + C ~ = Jdk+j with Y(A) = U(Y(C) ) ,  the 
/th iterated line digraph of F(C). As its consequence, a new characterization 
of  the Kautz digraph is given. 
2. The case of even k 
Theorem 2.1. Eq. (1.1) has no solution when k is even. 
Proof. Let k = 2h. Assume that A is a solution to (1.1). Then A has eigenvalue d 
and satisfies 
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A/(I + Azh)(A -d I )  = O. 
So the multi-set of nonzero eigenvalues of the real matrix A h consists of d h with 
positive multiplicity and ±v/Z-] - with equal may be zero multiplicities (note that 
we use the assumption d > 0 here), and Tr A h > 0 follows. Since A h is a nonneg- 
ative integer matrix, we have 
TrA 2h = Tr(Ah) 2/> TrA h > 0. 
Suppose iA2he~ > 0. Then 
ei(A 2h -[-I)eTi >>- 2 
and so 
n 1 n -1  
Z e~ = JeT = A'<I + AZh)e[ = A'~-~ e~(ej(I + A2h)eVi) 
j -0  j=O 
>~ A'eV~ (ei(I + A2h)e~) >~ 2A'eVi. 
But the nonnegative integer vector A~eV~ cannot be zero. A contradiction. [] 







0 .. O) 
1 .. 0 
" , " .  • 
• .. 0 1 
--. 0 0 ,,×~ 
and Qp be the unique n × n matrix satisfying 
eoQ p ~- e 0 
and 
NQ r = Q~N r 
for any integer p. From 
eoQ~Qq -- eo 
and 
NQpQq = QpQqN pq 
we have 
Q~Qq = Q~. 
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Denote Q dr(N) by m - -M(d,  n) where 
x(1 - x~ 
f (x)= k1_x l .  
Now we prove the following theorem by a simple computation. 
Theorem 3.1. The matrix M(d, n) satisfies (1.1) when k is odd. 
Proof. Since 
( -d) '  --_ (-d)k+/(mod n) 
when k is odd, we obtain 
Qi_d)t = Q(_d)~+I. 
For any nonnegative integer s, we have 
M"= Q df(N)Q_df(N)M'  2 
-d  ,s 2 = Q d(Q-df(N ) f (N)M 
= Q(d) "-f(N H)U(N)M" 2 
s ] 
= Q( dl' r l f (N( -d l )  
i 0 
(we regard 1-[~-lof(N (-d/') as I,,). But 
s - I  s - I  Ef(xI-d")=H[x-dI'(I_x("/d'+')(I_x~-d)') -'] 
iO  iO  
: [(.( ,i'+'., ,, - 1)(x ( ,,'+'d' 1)-1] 
i 0 
l+x  - l÷(x  l )2÷. . .÷(x - l )d ' - I  S even, 
x+x 2+. . .+x  'r, s odd. 
Consequently, 
M I + M I*k = Q( d)~Jd~+d" ~ = Jd' ~d"~" [] 
4. Main result 
Theorem 4.1. For any solution A of (1.1) there must be a (O,1)-matrix (
satisfying I + C k = Jdk+l and F(A) = Ll(F(C)). 
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Proof. The case l = 0 is trivial. Now suppose l/> 1. We first give some 
observations. 
(1) A l + A l+k = J ===~ A is irreducible; v ' " - I  z_~=0 e~ is a positive eigenvector of  A 
corresponding to the eigenvalue d. Hence, d is a simple eigenvalue of  A by 
the Perron-Frobenius theorem. 
(2) JA I = d l J~  None of  the column vectors of  A l can be zero vector; 
At ( I+A k) = J~ none of the entries of  I+A ~ can be greater than 1, and 
Tr (A k) = 0 follows. 
(3) J (A - dl) = O~xl (x  k + 1)(x - d) is a polynomial which annihilates A. 
So we can assume that the nonzero eigenvalues of  A are d, x j , . . .  ,x,, where 
x) + 1 = 0 for i = 1 , . . . , t .  Since Tr (A k) = 0, we must have t = d k. 
Note that the order of  the largest Jordan block of  A corresponding to the 
zero eigenvalue is at most l, so we have 
rank (A t) = d k + 1. 
For a row vector :~, we set 
P(~) = {ilc~e ~¢ 0}. 
Let :~0, ~1,. . . ,  c~a~ be a set of  maximal inear independent row vectors o fA  ~. 
From (A k + I)A I = J,, we know that 
n- I  
Z e, E Span {70,. . . ,  '~a~ }.
i -0  
Hence 
UP(:x , )  D P e,. = [n -  11. (4.1) 
~=o k ~.-o / 
We denote P(e~A j) by P(s, j) .  It can be easily seen that A i must be a (0,1)-matrix 
for all j E [l ÷ k]. Owing to this fact and that AJJ = d/J, we get 
]P (s , j ) l=d  / fo rsE[n -1  land jE [ l+k]  , (4.2) 
where IP(s,j)l means that cardinal number of  the set P(s, j) .  
Let us say that a set system ~4 has property L provided that any two mem- 
bers of  .~ are either identical or disjoint. 
Comparing the cardinality of  the sets on the two sides of  (4.1), we find that 
P(:~/) must be disjoint mutually for i E [dk]. But we also have [P(i, l)1 = d / and 
e,A l E Span {:~0,..., :~ak} for all i E [n - 1]. So it follows 
{P(i, l)[i ~ [n - 1]} is a set system with property L. (4.3) 
Now we claim that {P(i, 1)[i E [n - 1]} has property L too. If l = 1, there is 
nothing to do. I f  l>~2, choose i ¢ jE [n -1]  arbitrarily. Suppose 
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P( i , I -1 )OP( j , I - I )¢ (L  Since AeT ¢O 
eqAe T = e,.Ae~ = 1 for some q,s E In - 1]. Hence 
P(q, Z) D P(i,l - 1), 
P(s, l) D_ P(I', l - 1) 
and 
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and Ae T¢O,  we have 
P(q , I )NP(s ,  1 ) D_P(i,I-- 1 )NP( j , I -  1)5k~). 
We also have 
P(i, l) NP(J', l) ~ {0, 
since A l = A l IA and any row vector of A cannot be a zero vector. By (4.3), we 
get 




P(i, l) = P(j, l). 
d-1 
eqA = ei + Z ei,. 
t=l 
//d ] I P( j , I -  1)C_P(s, l)  =P(q , l )=P( i , l -  1)U[UP( i , , I -  1) , (4.4) 
= P(i,  l) = P(j, l) U P(i,, l) . (4.5) P(q, I + 1) P(i, 1) U 
Estimating the cardinality of  the sets on the two sides of (4.5) by (4.2), we 
obtain 
P(j, l) N P(i,, 1) = ~. 
Applying the fact that A / = A/-IA and A has no zero row vector again, we get 
/,t i ) 
P( j , I -  1)N/UP( i , ,1 -1 )  =~.  (4.6) 
Now, the equality 
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P( i , l -1 )=P( j , l -1 )  
follows from (4.2), (4.4) and (4.6). Therefore {P(i, l - 1)1i 6 [n - 1]} has prop- 
erty L too. Not ing that this statement is based on only Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), the 
assertion that {P(i, 1)]i E [n -  1]) has property L then follows by induction 
on l. 
By the characterization theorem of  line digraph [4], Theorem 8.4, the last as- 
sertion implies that F(A) is the line digraph of some d-diregular digraph A. I f  
we can prove that 
B t 1 + BZ-l+k = jp ,  (4.7) 
where B is the adjacency matrix ofA andp = n/d = d t-j + d t J+~ is the number 
of vertices in A = F(B), then it is obvious that our proof  can be completed by 
induction on l. 
We prove (4.7) as follows. 
For  any two vertices p, q in F(B), we can choose two vertices r, s of F(B) 
such that ?-fi and q~ are edges of  F(B), hence vertices of F(A), since d ~> 1. 
Let .4 = {walks in F(A) f rom F'fi to q-7}, ~ = {walks in F(B) f romp to q}. For 
- - -+ ~ ) ) -----+ 
any walk w= (rp,pwl,wnw2,...,Wm nq, qs) E ~1, let ~(w) = (p, wl . . . . .  
Wm-~, q) E ,~. It is easy to verify that actually the mapping g from ,~' to ~ de- 
fined above is a bijection, and w has length m + 1 in F(A) if and only if ~(w) has 
length m in F(B). 
Now observe that (1.1) ((4.7)) can be interpreted graph-theoretically 
as there is a unique walk of length either l or l+k  (either l - I  or 
l - 1 + k) f rom any given vertex to any other, may be the same, given vertex 
in /'(A) (/'(B)). 
Due to the existence of the bijection ~ constructed above, we see that F(B) 
has similar property as F(A) with the only distinction that the parameter l is 
decreased to l - 1. Therefore, (4.7) follows from (1.1). [] 
Consider the case k = 1 for (1.1), namely 
A t + A/+l = Jn. (4.8) 
Since I + C = Jd+l implies F(C) = Ka+l, the complete digraph on d + 1 verti- 
ces, it follows immediately by Theorem 4.1 the fact that A t + A ~+~ = Jn implies 
F(A) = Lt(Kd+l), the well-known Kautz digraph K(d, l + 1) [7,8,3]. On the oth- 
er hand, (4.8) must be solvable by Theorem 3.1. So the following characteriza- 
tion theorem is established, and its validity even for the case n = 1 and d = 0 
can be easily verified. 
Theorem 4.2. An n × n (0, l )-matrix A satisfies (4.8) if and only if n = d t + d l+l 
Jbr some nonnegative integer d and F(A) = K(d, l + 1). [] 
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